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PROPERTY LOCATION

The Thunder Lake - Peridotite Lake property is located approximately 50 kilometres West-North 
West of the City of Thunder Bay as the crow flies (Figure I).

There is no direct access to the property. However, a new logging road which runs 
westward from the hamlet of Mokomon on the Trans-Canada highway passes within two 
kilometres north of the northern boundary of the property. The remaining distance has to 
be covered on foot using a primitive trail leading to Peridotite Lake, or by snowmobile 
during the winter months.

The area is densely forested with thick alder underbrush; the relief is rugged with many 
hills and rock-cliffs exceeding 50 metres. This explains the relative remoteness of the area 
and lack of exploration. For all practical purposes of exploration, helicopter is the only 
time saving mode of transport to move crews and gear in and out of the property.

CLAIMS AND TENURE

The claims which form part of the Thunder Lake - Peridotite Lake property are located in 
Adrian and Conmee Townships (Map NTS 52 A/5, Kakabeka Falls, scale 1:50,000). The 
center of the property lies approximately at 480 29'30"N and 890 47'00"W.

The claim record numbers and tenure are presented in Table l, their lay-out is shown in 
Figure 1.

Claims Recotd Not
1196485
1196486
1197177
1196484
1195964
1197176
1202222
1205173
1183284

No. of IfrHa units
6 units
12 units
6 units
12 units
1 unit
8 units
2 units
4 units
4 units

iTdwit!?hii:rPiiir.iN!:^:iii ;
Adrian
Adrian
Adrian
Conmee
Conmee
Conmee
Conmee
Horne
Horne

: H:Exi)iry' :;Dkte??: ; : ; :: ::: : ^:::? :::: ;; --
May 18, 1995
May 18, 1995
Febuary2, 1996
May 16, 1995
October 6, 1995
February 3, 1996
February 2, 1996
December 19, 1996
December 19, 1996

HISTORY OF EXPLORATION

Assessment work files indicate that the area has received only sparse exploration in the 
past twenty years. In the northeast corner of Adrian Township, the Canadian Nickel 
Company completed a 5 diamond drill holes (857.3m) program in 1966, to test airborne 
EM conductors. The 5 holes intersected metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks and
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intrusive ultramafics. It is not clear whether or not the conductors were satisfactorily 
explained. No further work was carried out.

On Conmee Township side, Acorn Mining Syndicate carried out a Magnetic survey in 
1968, followed by 3 diamond drill hole (367m) program; the drill holes intersected 
peridotite and asbestos.

Beside these two companies, no other exploration work seems to have been performed on 
or in the immediate vicinity of the property.

The exploration work carried out by Canadian Nickel Company concerned more directly 
the Thunder Lake - Peridotite Lake property; the assessment records show the drill holes, 
catalogued as 52 A/5 NW 14, 15 and 16, to be located over ground covered by the 
property. However, their locations is not accurate according to Mr. Mel Stewart, owner 
of the original core group of claims, who had followed up the drilling activities. He and 
the author were able to relocate only one hole, that is supposedly 52 A/5 NW 15 (see 
Figure 2); collar and a fuel drum were found in a clump of spruce trees, near line 16 E.

SUMMARY OF PRESENT WORK

The rare mineralized occurrences on Marble Lake and along shores of Mel Lake consist of 
chalcopyrite, copper stains and pyrrhotite (with some nickel values, pentlandite?) 
contained within dark mafic and ultramafic rocks and associated units. Therefore, it 
appears that the property has a good chance to host Cu-Ni massive sulfide ore bodies 
knowing that such deposits have been found and mined out along the same greenstone 
belt. (Shebandowan, North Goldstream mines). Such targets are very amenable to 
detection by geophysical methods complemented by geological mapping and 
geochemistry.

The first phase of exploration in 1994, thence, has consisted of the following works:

1. Line-cutting of a grid covering most of the property: 44.4 line-kilometres were 
slashed in order to allow easy movement of men and geophysical tools. Line 
cutting encountered numerous difficulties due to density of underbrush and 
topography, especially in the eastern sector of the grid. Therefore, western portion 
covering fairly gentle terrain was cut during the winter months, early 1994; the 
difficult hills and cliffs which characterized the areas around Thunder Lake and 
Marble Lake in the eastern sector were covered only in the late summer - fall 
period, due to lack of personnel. Unfortunately, the north central part occupied by 
deep swamp and drainage north and west of Peridotite Lake and Adrian Lake had 
to wait till new freeze-up late in 1994 to allow completion of the grid. It also 
hindered termination of some part of the exploration program, such as soil 
sampling.



2. Geophysics: the entire grid was survey by proton precession magnetometry and 
co-planar horizontal loop electro-magnetic method (Maxmin) at three frequencies 
(1760, 440 and 220 HZ).

3. Geological mapping, along the grid and prospecting for mineralization in between 
lines.

4. Soil geochemistry, every 50 meters station; samples of the B horizon were taken; 
only on part of the grid completed at the time!

GEOLOGY

1. REGIONAL GEOLOGY.

The property straddles on three townships, (Adrian, Conmee and Horne) and three 
different geological maps. The geological outline can be found in the following open-file 
reports:

OFR 5826- Geology of Adrian Township
OFR 5726 - Geology of Forbes and Conmee Townships
OFR 5720 - Geology of Goldie and Horne Townships

The area is underlain by Neo-Archean rocks composed of ultramafic, mafic, intermediate 
and felsic metavolcanic rocks related intrusive rocks and rare clastic and chemical 
metasedimentary rocks. The Neo-Archean rocks are part of the Wawa Subprovince. 
This suite of rock formation morphologically resembles metavolcanic rocks of the 
Timiskaming -like Shebandowan assemblage south of Shebandowan Lake.

The Shebandowan greenstone belt has been further divided by Carter (1985, 1986), and 
Williams et al (1991) into two assemblages based on composition, morphology and 
structure. The two subdivisions consist of an essentially volcanic assemblage, the 
Greenwater assemblage and the Shebandowan assemblage, made up of calk-alkalic 
metavolcanic, clastic and metasedimentary rocks deposited in shallow water environments. 
The Shebandowan assemblage is dated approximately at 2689 Ma (Williams et al. 1991) 
and is supposedly younger than the Greenwater assemblage. However,, there is yet some 
doubt about the real age relationships between the two rock assemblages.

In the property area, and according to Berger (1993), only rocks of the Greenwater 
assemblage are present; they consist of mafic and komatiitic flow capped by thin 
intermediate and felsic tuff and extensive magnatite, chert and jasper ironstone. These 
rocks supposedly belong to the lowermost cycle of the three volcanic cycles which 
compose the Greenwater assemblage.
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2 PROPERTY GEOLOGY

2.1 Rock exposure:

The amount of rock exposed at surface or overlain by a thin veneer of soil or moss, varies 
from 10 to 25 percent in the grid area, and averages around 15 percent. However, the 
northwest sector is devoid of outcrop and is covered with glacial deposits as suggested by 
the kame and kettle topography of the area. On the other hand, lake shores offer very 
good rock exposure and the high hills near Thunder Bay and Marble Lake usually have a 
fair amount of small rocky tops or ridges and locally sharp drop-offs, even cliffs.

2.2 Rock units

The great majority of exposed rock-units in the area is composed of melanocratic volcanic 
and intrusive rocks. However, some light colored units also appear, some of mafic 
composition, others more acidic. Epiclastic sediments, volcanic tuffs and argillite are also 
present.

A. Ultramafic rocks

Peridotite rocks are probably one of the most common rocks in the vicinity, along 
with pyroxenite. Thin section study shows clearly that all peridotite are completely 
serpentinized, display adcumulate to mesocummulate texture, and correspond to 
the dunite dan of peridotite. Dunite is recognizable in the field on the basis of 
their "oolitic" like texture.

Interestingly, there does not seem to be any transitional rock-unit between dunite 
and their closely associated pyroxenite. Pyroxenite are also intensely altered into 
epidote, chlorite, calcite and actinolite. These minerals pseudomorphosed mostly 
augite crystals, which are yet recognizable through ghosts or small remaining 
pieces. In out-crop, the rock is black and the pyroxene habitus is still preserved.

Both rock-units are magnetic, dunite more so with magnetite accounting for 10 to 
15 percent of the rock and frequently replacing olivine. Their magnetic signature 
is very strong and well marked on the magnetic survey map (Figure 3). The 
ultramafic rocks appear on the basis of their outcropping and the "Mag-Map", to 
show a stock-like intrusive nature in the center and west part of the grid. They 
tend to underlie the main lakes like Peridotite and Mel Lakes. (Figure 2). On the 
contrary, in the eastern half of the grid area, they form elongated dyke like bodies. 
In both cases, the intrusive bodies seems to be zoned with a dunitic core and a 
pyroxenite shell.



B. Mafic rocks:

Next most common rocks are dark green, grey and light greenish grey volcanic 
rocks and their hypabysal equivalents. Under the microscope, the modal content 
indicate the mafic rocks have a wide range of compositions from basalt, picrite to 
phonolite. Their texture also ranges from massive finely granular to porphyritic 
with all transitional stage to coarse grained gabbro.

To the northeast and on both sides of Marble Lake, and south of Thunder Lake 
spinifex texture is frequently associated with the komatiitic basaltic flows. In the 
same general area, pillowed basalts are not uncommon, especially on well exposed 
cliffs. In a few localities (south of Peridotite Lake and east of Mel Lake), basaltic 
pyroclastics and lapilli tuffs have been observed.

Intrusive rocks are usually lighter in color to leucocratic. They form small stocks 
in middle of basaltic country rocks. South of Thunder Lake, a 250 metre diameter 
coarse grained gabbro intrusion constitutes the bulk and backbone of a prominent 
ridge.

C. Felsic Volcanics:

A few outcrops of fine grained laminated felsic tuffs are found south of Peridotite 
Lake, and southwest towards Mel Lake. The outcrops are concentrated in one 
area and appears like a window within a largely mafic volcanic environment. The 
exposed rocks consist of hard, light grey to tan weathering silicic and often pyritic 
dacite to rhyodacite; in a few locations, it takes on a pyroclastic facies.

The felsic formations are frequently associated with sediments and especially chert 
which probably represents a chemically precipitated sediment related to felsic 
volcanic activity.

D. Sediments:

Sediments show limited extent and exposure. Some sparse outcrops of sediments 
have been found, in the high ground between Peridotite Lake and the large swamp 
to the south. Sediments are also encountered in low lying outcrops forming a 
narrow belt east of Peridotite Lake and parallel to the tie-line 7 4- 00 N. (Figure 2).

The majority of sediment consists of black argillite, and chert like ribbon banded 
siltstone. Both types show fine black and rusty laminations and are often 
brecciated. In the belt of sediment east of Peridotite Lake, the argillite is at time 
slightly to heavily graphitic.



Two small outcrops of clast supported conglomerate have been mapped. The 
conglomerate is polygenic with well rounded clasts; sizes of clasts are poorly 
sorted and range from a 5 mm to 20 mm with up to 20 percent of clasts reaching 4 
to 5 cm. Matrix content is less than 10 percent. Thin section study indicates 
nearly two-thirds of clasts are volcanic in origin, the rest being chert and quartz 
fragments. Volcanic clasts are mainly leucocratic, poor in mafic and trachytic to 
andesitic in composition. Basaltic pieces are few and less than 5 percent of total.

Surprisingly^ no clasts with a mineralogical composition matching surrounding 
country rock was observed. The size distribution, coarseness and lack of cement 
suggest a fairly proximal source of the volcanic elements.

Unrelated to the preceding sediments, mapping has shown a thick bed of 
porcellaneous limestone forming a vertical cliff wall on the north shore of Marble 
Lake. The limestone is cryptocrystalline and contains many vacuoles filled with 
tiny grains of garnets or recrystallized calcite. Though considered as a sediment, 
the limestone layer (not recrystallized to justify being called a marble) is 
sandwiched in calcium rich volcanics and could also be the expression of a 
carbonate volcanism or some calcite rich exhalative.

2.3 Structure and Metamorphism

The mafic and ultramafic rocks are generally massive and structureless. In thin 
section, these rocks do not show deformation or strain; for example, ovoids in 
peridotite are well preserved as well as the long needle like spinifex found in many 
places.

On the contrary, outcrops of felsic rocks and silty sediments or argillite display 
good foliation or discordant cleavage, (see Figure 2). Exceptional outcrops of 
chert and tuff (see f. ex location TB 29 and 22) reveal contorted layering in well 
laminated tuff and S shape microfold; secondary axial plane and axis plunge can be 
measured. In general, the folds axis are vertical or near vertical and relate to a 
strong compressional deformation with a main NE-SW component.

Brittle deformation is noted in several places and takes preferably a N 1100E to 
N1250E direction. Diaclase and small displacement of quartz exsolution in tuff or 
chert underline this event, (see Figure 2, site TB 21). Brecciation is sometimes 
observed in some flow (TB 34). However, the best expression is found in the long 
cliff parallel to the south to Thunder Lake where basalt flows are brecciated and 
criss-cross with white quartz veining; some white quartz blocks can reach one 
metre in size. Strong silicification of the volcanic rocks in close proximity to the 
brittle fault has been noted and well exemplified at sites TB 11 and TB 36 (Figure 
2).



Pelitic rocks and felsic rocks do not contain any metamorphic newly formed 
minerals. Mafic rocks contain much chlorite, epidote, calcite and zeolite which can 
be best explained by alteration and retromorphose. (diaphoresis); well preserved 
augite is also indicative of a low degree of metamorphism. Serpentinization is 
accounted for by strong hydrothermalism associated with intrusion. Garnet 
development in limestone relates to the intense heat exchange from the ultramafic 
flows at contact. On the limited observations drawn from field mapping and study 
of thin section, regional metamorphism if any, seems minimal, and allows 
preservation of primary volcanic structure or texture. Possibly, part of chlorite, 
calcite, epidote and zeolite development can be placed on effect of metamorphism; 
the above mineral association would indicate a zeolite lower greenchist facies.

2.4 Stratigraphy

The relationship between the different rock formation is rarely seen in outcrop. In 
a few rare occasions, contacts between volcanic flows or intrusive units can be 
observed and measured, however, their continuity is hard to establish in any case, 
the relative position of these lithodemes does not necessarily reflect a true 
stratigraphy owing to possibility of inversion sill or dyke relationship etc.

However, in some limited way, some clues indicate that two separate packages of 
rocks are present on the property. One is essentially composed of the mafic 
ultramafic assemblage, the other embraces the close felsic volcanic-sediments 
association. The two packages seem to present some differences:

1. Foliation and cleavage are restricted to felsic rocks and especially 
sediments.

2. Secondary, recumbent small scale folding is only observed within the felsic 
rock l sediment package.

3. No mafic clasts related to the mafic ultramafic assemblage are found in the 
proximal source conglomeratic unit of the sediment sequence. The clasts seem to 
belong to an entirely different volcanic package.

Tentatively it can be concluded the window of outcropping sediments and felsic 
volcanic rocks constitute a basement which has been structured by a previous 
phase of folding prior to emplacement of extrusive, as well as intrusive mafic and 
ultramafic volcanism. Therefore felsic rocks and sediments are stratigraphically 
older than the mafic and ultramafic rock.
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MINERALIZATION

Copper and nickel mineralization has been reported on several locations on the 
property and is indicated by a star on Figure 2. No attempt had been made to 
relocate them with precision at this time.

However, in the course of mapping and searching for outcrops, any sulfide rich or 
very rusty rock units were sampled. Grab samples of one to two kilogram were 
obtained, bagged in plastic bags and numbered. Subsequently, they were sent to 
the laboratory, crushed and pulverized. After being dissolved they were analyzed 
for gold by fire assay atomic absorption finish method and for base metal by ICP 
method (refer to Appendix II.) The more significant results are tabulated and 
presented in Table 2.

TABLE 2

Selected geochemical assay result from rock samples.

Sample Au
No.* (ppb)

TB.10 7
TB.12 ^
TB.20 ^
TB.21 ^
TB.23 ^
TB.29 ^
TB.33 ^
TB.34 5
TB.39 24
TB.40 ^

 * For sample location, refer to Figure 2.

	Description
TB. 10 Silicified pyroxenite, * 2 abundant Po**
TB. 12 Silicified komatitic basalt, speckled with Po
TB.20 Basalt with scattered Po
TB.21 Cherty felsic tuff with Py***
TB.23 Felsic pyroclastics with seams of Py and Po
TB.29 Rusty chert
TB.33 Rusty argillite
TB.34 Massive phonolite speckled with Py and Po
TB.39 Felsite float loaded with Py (M00Xo)
TB.40 Sulphidized coarse grained pyroxenite

** Po   pyrrhotite 
*** Py = pyrite
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Cu
Ppm) 
184
136
67
26
154
59
149
149
104
85

Ni
(ppm) 
84
61
63
3
71
5
2
194
536
601

Co
(ppm)
29
31
24
1

127
2
3
60
80
83

Cr
(ppm)
93
107
94
144
157
157
43
124
187
660

Zn
(ppm) 
48
43
91
5
190
27
5
117
48
51

Pb
(ppm)
111
16
7
5
9
20
14
98
8
12

As
(ppm)

7
9
10
16
218
7
9
7
15
9

V
(ppm) 

8
21
81
4
53
8
7
175
34
63



Many samples from the whole spectrum of rock formations show anomalous copper 
values. The most interesting results originated from rocks collected on the ledge of the 
string of swamps and ponds east of Peridotite Lake. Indeed samples TB 34, 39 and 40 are 
anomalous in Au, Cu, Ni, Gr and slightly so in Co and V, and they are sulfide rich.

If the assumption of a ultramafic mafic complex resting on a sediment volcanic basement is 
valid, the results could support the ideas expounded by Naldrett et al (1984), whereby 
magmatic sulfides rapidly separate in the early phase of magma emplacement and high 
concentration is to be found at base and contact with country rocks. Sulfides associated 
with ultramafics are host for Nickel and copper deposits, with gold and platinum group 
elements. The sulfides found at surface in outcrop can also be assumed to represent halos 
or to be peripheral to zones of high concentration. High sulfide content or association to 
shear zone like at Shebandowan mine, make the rock units highly recessive and removed 
from direct prospection.

SOIL GEOCHEMISTRY

1 PROCEDURES:

As mentioned previously, all areas of the property are covered by dense forest and a quite 
few swamps, muskeg or beaver ponds (Figure l). Forest had developed good soil profiles 
in most places except on top of the elongated rounded hills where black decomposed 
humus is present. Therefore, soil samples taken every 50 meters along grid lines consisted 
of brownish clayey structured material (Bf) horizon as much as possible. Where not 
available, black humus soil was collected as close as possible to decomposed bedrock. 
Depth of sampling varied from 10 to 50 cm.

A 500 to 1000 gram sample was taken at each location, except where too much water did 
not allow collection like in case of muskeg or swampy area. The sample was placed into a 
brown Kraft paper bag, tagged and numbered then let dried.

2 RESULTS^

A total of 628 sites have been sampled. It was hoped that the total grid would have been 
cut on time so to allow a complete soil survey. Unfortunately, delays in the line cutting 
mainly accountable to access problem and availability of man-power, compelled to 
postpone the final phase of soil sampling. Such delays did not allow enough time to send 
the whole batch of soil sampling already collected to the laboratory for analysis before the 
termination of the calendar year.
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GEOPHYSICS 

l LOGISTIC^

Ground geophysics consist of a magnetometer survey and an electromagnetic 
survey carried out by Northwest Geophysics Ltd. of Thunder Bay. Due to 
difficulties encounters with line cutting as explained previously, the surveys were 
carried out in two periods. The many bogs, swamps and ponds which alternate 
with good solid ground, constrain geophysical survey to be implemented during 
freeze-up periods. Therefore, while the first part could be done before spring 
break-up, the remaining of the grid had to await late fall-early winter 1994 for 
surveying.

However, frozen ground and snow allows reasonably easy access to the different 
parts of the property by means of snowmobile from the main logging road 
Temporary tent camps were not required.

2. PROCEDURES AND EQUIPMENT

Total field magnetic readings were taken with an EDA Omni IV magnetometer at 
25 meter station intervals along survey lines. A synchronized Omni IV base station 
was used to monitor and correct for diurnal variations.

An APEX Maxmin I was used for the horizontal loop survey at a coil separation of 
100 meters. In phase and quadrature readings at three frequencies (220, 440 and 
1760 Hz) were taken at 25 metre intervals along the grid lines.

The following totals in line kilometres of survey were carried out.

HLEM survey - 37.0 Km 
Magnetometer survey - 51.0 Km

In completed line-kilometre coverage the difference between the two types of 
surveys is explained by the rough terrain of cliffs and steep hills to the east and 
northeast sectors of the property (Thunder Lake - Marble Lake area).

3 RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

The magnetic and horizontal loop EM data was downloaded to a computer and 
stored on diskette in Geosoft XYZ format. It was found that there is a significant 
noise in the raw HLEM data due to important errors in coil separation, on account 
of poor secant chaining of grid stations. Some of the in-phase noise encountered 
in HLEM data can also be accounted for by the high magnetite content of the 
ultramafic rocks.
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Therefore the data has been reprocessed and plotted in Figure 4, using the 220 HZ 
in-phase response as a reference. The 220 HZ in-phase response is subtracted 
from the higher frequency response. This procedure works well with weak to 
moderate strength conductors and is based on the fact that coil separation errors 
tend to have the same amplitude at all frequencies, while bedrock conductors 
attenuate dramatically with lower frequencies.

Magnetite rich ultramafic rocks are clearly responsible for the very strong 
magnetite field strength recorded over the property and contoured in Figure 3. 
High concentrations of magnetite within or flanking the ultramafic rocks are 
responsible for most of the magnetic response as well as causing some of the in- 
phase noise in the HLEM data. The high magnetic field strength recorded over the 
property tends to obscure a weaker response from massive sulfide deposits 
associated to ultramafic rocks.

A series of good conductors have been defined by the HLEM survey and their 
responses are shown in Figure 4. The relatively strong, shallow (less than 20 
metre deep) conductors outlined on the far east side of the grid, define a series of 
closely spaced thin (less than 2 metre thickness) lense shaped zones of high 
conductivity (25 Siemens) that appear to be steeply dipping to the north. The 
interpretation of individual conductors is hampered somewhat by the proximity of 
adjacent conductors. Some 50 metre coil separation would be required to define 
these shallow conductors better, if that becomes necessary. Relatively minor 
magnetic responses correlate very closely with some of the conductors which 
suggests narrow lenses of pyrrhotite mineralization could be responsible for the 
conductivity.

On the west side of the grid, weak to moderate strength narrow conductors (0.5 to 
10 siemen) occur in areas of low magnetic field strength, dip generally appears to 
be very steep to grid-north, however the dip also appears to be flattening to the 
grid-west. In this area of stronger conductor, overburden becomes important and 
its thickness hampers drastically geophysical responses; the lack of magnetic 
correlation would indicate the conductors to be related to intercalated 
metasediments. However, no sediments are known to extend in this area and 
magnetite rich ultramafic rocks lose their strong signature, indicative of thick 
overburden. It is suggested that conductivity can result from a facies change from 
magnetite rich to sulfide rich host-rock.

Very thin discontinuous yet long strike length conductors are noticed in the south 
part of the grid, they are likely structure related or fault zones filled with water.

In conclusion, the moderate to stronger conductors have good potential for nickel 
and copper sulfide mineralization and should be investigated further, remembering
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that the HLEM survey gives only a near surface evaluation (75m) of the 
conductive sulfide mineralization within the property.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Exploration work and field mapping have shown the following:

1. An ultramafic zoned complex, intruding within mostly basaltic country rocks.

2. The mafic and ultramafic rocks rest over a sedimentary felsic volcanic basement.

3. The ultramafic rocks and basement rocks near their contact are sulphidized or 
sulfide rich. Assays show some anomalous Ni, Cu and Au values associated to the 
sulfides. These results corroborate the good potential of the property as 
previously suggested by the reported Ni, Cu mineral occurrences.

4. A series of moderate to strong E.M. conductors, peripheral to ultramafic plugs 
and dyke/sills. Long and multiple conductors in the east half of the property are 
associated both with conductive rocks (graphitic argillite) and with sulfide rich 
units.

On the basis of the preceding conclusions, a follow up program is recommended.

1. Continued mapping program in areas cut in late season or not yet covered. It 
should also include efforts to map surficial deposits to help interpreting 
geochemical and geophysical data. Additional prospecting should be considered. 
Cost of geological surveys and accessory equal S9,000.00

2. Soil geochemistry completion of sampling on grid and analysis of soil collected 
samples (1994 and 1995). Approximate number of 1,000 samples at 
S20.007sample for analysis. 400 samples to be collected at S6.007sample. Cost of 
soil sampling and analysis equals 322,400.00

3. Test drilling of the best geophysical conductors and/or geochemical anomalies. 
1,200 meters of core drilling is contemplated.

Mobilization, demobilization, drilling contract and geological logging, analysis and 
hole testing should bring price of one-metre drilled at approximately SlOO/metre.

Cost of test drilling: 3120,000

4. Supervision and contingencies S 10.000

SUBTOTAL 5161,400
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SUBTOTAL S161.400

5. Administration and overhead at 10 percent S 16.100

Total cost of program 5177,500
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TB-2

Hand Specimen Light grey-green, inequigranular to porphyritic, crystalline rock with 
large (3 to 6 mm) greenish white brecciated sub-anhedral crystals. The 
ground mass is microcrystalline (0.5 to l mm) and speckled with tiny 
(0. l to 0.2 mm) white anhedral crystals.

Microscopic description

Texture: Sub anhedral and porphyritic.

Composition: 1) Phenocrysts: 5007o is made of broken phenocrysts in square fragment, 
cloudy and rarely preserved nepheline altered into cancrinite. 
The cracks are regularly spaced and parallel, or irregular and perpendicular; 
they are filled with chlorite and micas. 
IW/o of elongated augite crystals to 3 mm in length 
IG.15% of orthopyroxene in l to 2 mm crystals

2) Groundmass: 50 to 60^o of the thin section
- 2507o microliths (0.2 to 0.5 mm in length) of plagioclases. Locally 

closely associated with orthopyroxene and sanidine, this sector 
could correspond to a volcanic fragment with more stubby 
plagioclases.

- 2007o of small equant (0. l to 0.2 mm) of sanidine , scattered
- 5507o of ground mass is made of fine grains (O.I mm) of zoisite 

with minor chlorite and a few blebs of calcite
- A few holes or vacuoles are filled with tridymite

Rare ( I 07o) blebby calcite 
2.3 07o pyrite

Structure: Rock completely brecciated (brittle deformation) with no crystal to have 
retained its original shape or borders except for a few feldspar microliths.

Rock name = Nepheline basalt
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TB-3

Hand Specimen Light grey rock made of fine grained (0.3 to 0.4 mm) rounded whitish 
crystals and scattered specks of dark minerals (0.2 to 0.3 mm) within 
an aphanitic matrix. Scattered very fine cubes of pyrite throughout.

Microscopic description

Texture; Cloudy, subcrystalline ground mass with aggregate of tiny needle or microliths, 
locally microcrystalline.

Composition; Ghosts of phenocrysts (0.2 to 0.4 mm) of two kinds (SO-50%)

A) High polarization colored cancrinite mostly being partially 
psendomorphosed by clear calcite crystals, representing 25 to 3007o of 
section.

B) Low polarization tints (low first order) zones with felt like texture; 
in very few places, laths are large enough to recognize feldspar, 
probably sanidine in clusters.

Also some rare laths show a vague albite twinning of plagioclase. 
Clear crystals (^ 0.2mm) of nepheline, with destabilized borders. 
Alteration products also penetrating or in spots within the nepheline 
crystal; alteration products contain also much opaque minerals. 10- 
I507o of section.

Matrix, 20-25*^ of tiny (50.01 mm) sub-crystalline particles or zones,
obscured, or opaque euhedral squarish grains of quartz.
l-207o of pyrite
0. l mm wide vein of pyrite and quartz swelling into large bleb

Rock name = Carbonized nepheline basalt
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TB-4

Hand specimen Dark grey rock, in part more whitish, formed with 40 to SQfYo of star- 
like polygonal aggregates.

Microscopic description

Texture: Crypto to microcrystalline; however, indication of pseudomorphose after a 
probable glomerophyric texture.

Composition: Clots of brown and light grey, often zoned (hour glass) plagioclase 
containing inclusion with spike like pyroxene (?). Sanidine laths are also 
present. In center of clots and often clear irregular shaped nepheline 
Plagioclases are intergrown with analcite (lower refringence, high 
birefringence)

- Groundmass, 30 to 40*^o, of puzzle like (consertal) microcrystalline 
texture, composed of equal amount of analcite and nepheline.

l .2^0 of tiny calcite in small aggregates, often with minor chlorite

l.207o pyrite and rare oligiste: locally chicken-pox like or checker 
patterned cluster of magnetite.

Rock name = Analcite Phonolite
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TB-5

Hand specimen Dark grey to black, coarse grained (1.5 to 3 mm) crystalline rock.

Microscopic description 

Texture: Sub equigranular.

Composition; 80 to 90(Vo of orthopyroxene with core completely schillerized (opaque iron 
oxide specks scattered along cleavages) and greenish. However the 
borders are pseudomorphosed by actinolite and grunerite, and locally 
completely replaced.

The alteration is variable, however, little pyroxene has survived 
replacement by inphiboles. All stages are visible from clusters of long 
needles in a criss-crossing network to checkerboard tiny crystals and to 
large actinolite completely neoformed laths.

l.07o calcite 

2-307o magnetite

Name of rock = Pyroxenite to Amphibolite
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TB-6

Hand specimen Light greenish grey, holocrystalline rock composed of square to 
rectangular minerals and a few scattered angular, irregular in shape 
chalk white minerals (probably a zeolite)

Microscopic description

Texture: Sub-ophitic with sub-spinifex crystallization of augite.

Composition: SO-35% of olivine (4 to 6 mm*) or in aggregate of smaller grains, with a 
few inclusions of augite and calcite.

50-5 507o of long, strongly twinned, locally zoned augite: some laths are 
curved and reach 3 to 4 mm in length. Some stubby augite included in 
larger olivine.

Augite have also habitus of long twinned blades up to 10 mm long, 
branching off like spinifex.

lG-15% of mesotasis, irregular in place, made of calcite, chlorite and minor 
actinolite.

l-2% of skeletal texture opaque mineral (ilmenite?) 

Rock name = Olivine websterite
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TB-7

Hand specimen Medium grey rock with well sorted sub-rectangular (0.7 to 1.5mm) 
grains set in minimal amount of aphanitic matrix, resembling a cumulate 
texture. Tiny calcite and chlorite crystals arranged along a network of 
two sets of cracks cross-cutting at 30' angle, and also one wider 
(0.5mm) chlorite only veinlet.

Microscopic description

Texture; Accumulate in a 10*54 groundmass.

Composition; 80 to 9007o olivine: many crystals of olivine included at their core, a droplet 
of groundmass completely altered in chlorite. Olivine are mostly replaced 
(pseudomorphosed) by talc in chicken wire bundles or shears of tiny 
lamellae. Olivine shows also much overgrowth at their rims, reducing 
porosity of rock.

lO'M) ground mass of mainly chlorite needles
- 507o calcite crystals, euhedral and regular, locally intergrown with 

lamellae of chrysolite
- 2 to 507o magnetite

Rock name - Dunit
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TB-9

Hand specimen Dark green rock made of packed round to oval minerals (cumulate) 
with minimal lighter green matrix often with rusty brown spots or 
streaks.

Microscopic description

Texture; Equigranular with mesh texture, relict of orthocumulate texture.

Composition: 75 to SO^o round grain (3 to 4mm) of olivine, well sorted, completely 
pseudomorphosed by antigorite (serpentine). In grain, antigorite crystals 
are radiating from a linear crest and diverging from a common center, 
dividing the grain in to three triangular sectors, the triple point appears like 
the top of a canvas tent.

2007o matrix with antigorite showing a more fibrous habitus. Locally it 
seems to have replaced rectangular or stubby crystals (pyroxene?). Matrix 
near iron oxide particles, becomes brownish (iddingsite).

5 to \Wa magnetite in cubes or in cracks, along borders or in very fine 
inclusions underlining cleavages of olivine.

Rock name = Serpentinite
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TB-10

Hand specimen Grey-green crystalline rock and composed of whitish and dark green 
minerals (1.5 to 2mm). Cut by O.lmm wide seams of pyrite with some 
calcite and also one small veinlet of quartz.

Microscopic description 

Texture: Equigranular.

Composition: 30 to 4Q07o of section is composed of quartz. 1.5 to 0.2mm varying from 
euhedral grain to concave polygons to symplectite like association with 
groundmass resembling myrmekite or graphic texture in some places. 
Borders with green amphibole is fuzzy while elsewhere the same grain of 
quartz show sharp well defined limits.

Quartz and amphibole appears to have grown together with quartz often in 
center surrounded by amphibole.

2507o of green amphibole (section is a bit thick); cleavage, extinction angle 
and fibrous aspect indicate actinolite.

SO-35% of irregular to rounded aggregate of epidote, often corroded by 
quartz. Also locally, epidote is included within a poikilitic quartz or 
forming symplectite or graphic texture with quartz.

Needles of clinozoisite frequently in quartz and related to desintegration of 
epidote next to quartz

Many aggregates of epidote have preserved (pseudomorphase) overall 
shape of a previous mineral with elongated rectangular/prismatic shape 
suggesting a clinospyroxene.

Wn to rare calcite

5^/0 pyrite scattered along cracks.

I 07o Pyrrhotite

Rock name = Silicified pyroxenite
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TB-11

Hand specimen Whitish grey rock containing abundant white elongated, 1.5 to 3mm, 
blades often in radiating bundles.

Microscopic description 

Texture; porphyritic

Composition; 30 to 400Xo of rectangular elongated laths of epidote aggregate. Borders 
are not deformed but are made rugged by the many minute epidote crystal 
growing outward, breaking the general outline. However, the termination 
("tails") of the pseudomorphosed lath disintegrate into the ground mass. 
Some laths are very elongated to needle like (6mn^) with the axial core 
replaced by quartz (quench texture).

Ground mass, 60 to 7007o of section, is composed of:

30 to 40*^0 neoformed quartz, euhedral, concave to prismatic, poikilitic and 
often corroding, penetrating the needle-like phenocrysts. Size ranges from 
0.1 to 0.5mm.

chlorite in undulating sheaves between quartz and epidotized laths 
or occupying space left between crystallizing quartz and phenocrysts 
(mesostasis)

l-207o pyrite.

NOTE; No clue could be found to determine the previous nature of the 
phenocrysts or laths (feldspar, pyroxene?). It is guessed that 
the amount of epidote and chlorite and shapes of blades, that 
the original rock was a basalt.

Rock name = Silicified Leuco-basalt
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TB-12

Hand specimen Light beige porcellaneous rock with blebs and streaks of greenish- 
yellow minerals and rare larger spots of grey minerals.

Microscopic description

Texture Cryptocrystalline, to obscure/cloudy with vacuoles (0.25 to 6mm) of well 
crystallized euhedral material

Composition Matrix is 9(^ calcitic mineral, poorly crystallized to cloudy with l to 207o 
of tiny (0.1 to 0.5mm) grains of epidote scattered throughout. Vacuoles 
representing 20 to 2507o of section, are filled with tiny well crystallized 
(euhedral) grains of calcite garnet (abnormal birefringence like pyreneite).

Within vacuoles, a few grain of calcite often with a reaction rim.
- Rarely, a few crystals of Pzehnite.
- On large (M Omm) vacuole of euhedra^calcite with tiny garnets in 

between calcitic grains and reaction borders. This calcite is latest.

Rock name s Garnitiferous limestone
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TB-13

Hand specimen Light green rock with sheaf like bundles of fibrous minerals 
interspersed with small darker green, 0.1 to 0.3mm, minerals.

Microscopic description 

Texture; Spinifex.

Composition; 95*^6 of thin needles in bundles. Some larger needles (0.1 to 0.2mm) wide 
show bright colored birefringence (second order) and are vermiculated. 
One sheaf is founded to be replaced by antigorite (serpentine). Some 
transversal sections show skeletal structure with center occupied by 
poorly crystallized material, probably calcitic (quench texture).

Rare vacuoles (0.2 to 0.5mm in diameter) filled with calcite. 

S-5% iron oxide.

Rock name = Komatiite
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TB-14

Hand specimen Greenish aphanitic rock with jade green mineral, often corroded with 
embayments of light yellow greenish material locally microcrystalline 
and which give a brecciated aspect to the rock. It contains some calcite 
and has a dense network of 0.1mm wide cracks filled with calcite.

Microscopic description

Texture: Texture is nearly completely obscured by alteration, although some individual 
rounded crystals indicate a possible cumulus texture.

Composition; Two (2) large crystals of linopyroxene (augite, larger than 100mm) partly 
cracked and altered, zoned at border.

- Many other clinopyroxene are more altered with remnants showing 
zoning; they are brown and broken; they represent 30Vo of the rock.

- 40 - 5007o of lower relief, good cleavage and suggest actinolite

- l - 2*^o grains of olivine

- 2-3 07o magnetite

NOTE: 75(M) of the minerals are replaced by damourite, prehnite and 
some antigorite.

of sections are occupied by calcitic zones invading into the rock in 
wide gulfs or cracks.

Rock name = Carbonatized pyroxenite
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TB-15

Hand specimen I)ark jade green rock with round cumulate crystals set in light green 
matrix with a few rusty brown spots. Rock is criss-crossed by wide 
yellow-green patches of paste like material and by wavy discontinuous 
streaks of asbestos.

Microscopic description 

Texture; Adcumulate.

Composition: 65-70(^o of compacted round grain of mesh textured olivine altered to 
antigprite. At grain contact, it shows pressure solution and at pore 
contact, overgrowth.

S-10% matrix of antigorite ;locally with brownish iddingsite. In pores, 
aggregates of tiny serpentine crystals.

2507o magnetite in large blebs, cubes, aggregate or finely disseminated along 
chrine cracks or cleavages. In some instances, pseudomorphoses nearly 
completely the olivine crystal. In matrix, tends to have a cubic habitus.

Rock name = Serpentinzed dunite
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TB-16

Hand specimen Bark jade green, granular (3 to 4 mm) rocks. The grains are polygonal 
with 5 to 6 sides, set in a ID-15% light green to whitish matrix.

Microscopic description

Texture: Adcumulate to mesocumulate.

Composition; 8007o polygonal crystals of olivine with mesh texture and completely 
replaced by lizardite. No overgrowth, rare pressure solution between 
grains.

ID-15% matrix made of antigorite, sometimes invading into the core of 
olivine, locally brecciating and reabsorbing olivine grains.

S-10% magnetite in clusters of cubes when in matrix or in tiny aggregates 
along olivine cracks and cleavages. Locally, replacing pseudomorphically 
olivine grains.

Rock name = Serpentinized dunite.
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TB-17

Hand specimen Light greenish white uniformly crystalline (l to 1.5 mm) rock. Crystals 
are clustered in whitish/polygonal aggregates or in darken green 
patches.

Microscopic description

Texture: Equigranular and euhedral (0.5 to l mm) with a few laths reaching 1.5 mm 
in length.

Composition: ID-15% stubby orthopyroxene, intensely altered into chlorite and micas.

40-50*^ linopyroxene. intensely __ into micaceous, epidote and minor 
talc material, with only the center being preserved.

20-25^0 zoisite, neoformed after pyroxene along the border of pyroxene 
crystals or in center. Also replaces whatever little ground mass or 
mesostasis which could have existed. Locally, epidote is strongly 
recrystallized in larger minerals and destroys the preceding crystal shape.

2-307o calcite

rare grains of spinel

2 small veins (0.2 1 0.5 mm across) of calcite.

Rock name = Altered pyroxenite
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TB-19

Hand specimen Uniformly round, 1.5 mm diameter, dark green grains in whitish matrix. 
Packstone to matrix supported locally, the matrix is around 20 to 
of the rock.

Microscopic description

Texture; Mesocumulate.

Composition: TO-75% equant grains of lizardite after round olivine crystals.

lS-20% matrix of crypto crystalline serpentine. However, some pores 
show development of olivine crystals preserved among serpentine, the 
sharp prisms are arranged along border of round serpentinized olivine 
grains, in a fence like manner. They are remnant of unaltered part of the 
olivine grains.

When grains are in contact, pressure solution occurs, sometimes; with 
suppression of overgrowth around rims. When matrix supported, 2 to 3 
corona like layers of overgrowth can be observed.

ID-15% magnetite, locally ilmenite, in cluster or coalescing aggregates 
between grains or in pores. Less frequently, aligned aggregates of small 
cubes in olivine cracks.

l crystal (3 mm) of orthopyroxene in a large pore area, but overlapping in 
part on an olivine grain.

Rock name = Serpentinite
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TB-22

Hand specimen Light grey layered, flint like rock, speckled with tiny (0.05 mm) white 
specks. Cross cut by a 0. l mm veinlet of pyrite.

Microscopic description

Texture: Cryptocrystalline.

Composition; The thin section is divided into 2 layers.

1) One with \0007o matrix, aphanitic/obscure, with tiny (0.02 to 0.032 mm) grains of 
pyijte. Disseminated through a 0.5 mm thick layer, pyrite reaches

2) Second layer containing 20 to 25"Xo of angular to sub-angular to cuspate silt size to 
0.1 mm grains of quartz slightly stained. Locally some floating chert fragments up to 0.1 
mm and few sanidine laths.

Rock name z Felsic tuff.
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TB-23

Hand specimen tight grey to whitish green, crypts to microcrystalline rocks with white 
polygonal zones made of microscrystalline aggregate within a greenish 
to dark green matrix.

Microscopic description 

Texture: inequigranular

Composition SO-60% quartz in cluster or aggregates reaching 3 to 5 cm in diameter 
where crystals are either euhedral and fairly equant (0.2 to l mm) in some 
cluster, or in interlocking grains (consertal texture). The clusters represent 
clasts or pyroclastic fragments (lapilli-size). Quartz crystal show straining.

5^o clear alkali feldspar (orthoclase) 0.5 to 0.7 mm scattered in matrix or 
more rarely in quartz clusters.

SO-40% of zoisite either in well developed preserves or in less crystallized 
masses invading the rock. It tends to replace a cryptocrystalline matrix 
which make less than 507o of section; zoisite prisms are scattered in section 
or have disintegrated within quartz feldspar aggregates form radiating 
bundles.

3-507o lots of fine grained chlorite associated with small clusters of prehnite 
crystals. Locally some pistachite lots with chlorite seams along cracks.

507o pyrite in large (2-5 mm) aggregate. 

Rock name = Felsic pyroclastic (lapilli) tuff
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TB-25

Hand specimen Park grey to black rock composed of round grains from 0.7 to 1.5 mm 
in diameter, resembling a packstone in a 25% cryptocrystalline grey to 
Whitish matrix.

Microscopic description

Texture: Cumulate and mesh texture among particles.

Composition; All grains (75-8007o of section) are well rounded after in contact and 
composed entirely of antigorite. If contact, there is often a pressure point 
or line. Matrix is made of epitaxial antigorite associated with 2 to

S-10% cubes of magnetite scattered between grains in matrix.

S-5% iron oxide pseudomorphically replacing some olivine grains or 
aligned along cleavage and cracks.

Rock name = Seroentinized dunite
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TB-26

Hand specimen Grey green rocks made of elongated whitish to greenish laths and 
green stubby crystal in a microcrystalline grey matrix. The laths are 
locally in bundled or crowded.

Microscopic description

Texture: Porphyritic to comb texture for long augite blades.

Composition: 50 Vo augite crystals, 20-2507o are stubby, rectangular while the remaining 
30*^ or so are very long ^10 mm) blades, often broken, but many are 
well bent and curved all in same direction (flow indication and top 
direction), originating from the same bundle core. The blades are twinned.

A few stubby crystal are schillerized.
SO-35% calcite, alteration after augite crystals, developing at tails or at
border. Also replace (pseudomorph) completely some stubby augite.

quartz in aggregate or in graphic texture with altered ground mass. 
Also is clear crystals in vacuoles contains hairlike needles of chlorite; 
quartz then represents a late phase indicating incipient silicification.

lQ-15% ground mass of mixture of chlorite, mica and talc.

l-207o leucoxene is 0.5 to l mm grains

l "/o oligiste

Vacuoles filled with calcite, anhydrite and pyrite.

Rock name - Pyroxenite
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TB-28

Hand specimen Black to very dark grey cryptocrystalline rock crossed by parallel, less 
than 1mm wide, white quartz veinlets spaced every 2 to 10 mm often 
interrupted and joining in step-like manner with adjacent veinlets. 
Locally cross cutting into a stockwork.

Microscopic description 

Texture; Brecciated.

Composition: Black, opaque, i.e. cryptocrystalline l glassy "fchateJjatemkeireup'etR thin 
section, into different sizes of very angular pieces set in a very fine (0.02 
mm) matrix of consertial quartz showing small amount of strain. This 
cherty material shows color banding (darker-lighter) in proximity to dark 
fragments.

The cherty matrix in itself criss-crossed by narrow, anastomosing bands, 
pitching and swelling, filled with quartz crystals (^ 0.05 mm), slightly 
strained.

Rock name s Brecciated cherty argillite
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TB-3Q

Hand specimen Green porphyrite rock. Phenocrysts are generally whitish prismatic, l 
to 2 mm in length. A few dark green phenocrysts.

Microscopic description

Texture; Porphyritic and spherelitic to intersertal

Composition: 40-45*^ Plagioclase altered, in long laths, 4 to 5 mm long, often in 
spherelitic bundles with pyroxene. Few are bent and broken. Albite twins 
extraction angle where possible indicate an Au content between SO-60%.

25-30'M( augite sharing same habitus as plagioclase, more intensely altered. 
Also a few large stubby crystals with tendency to by poikilitic with 
plagioclase.

lS-20% calcite filling space between long blades, also long borders and 
replacing augite minerals (pseudomorphase)

507o quartz, subhedral, in string (incipient vein?) a corroding and replacing 
matrix. No straining.

507o of a nearly opaque, very dark brown, poecilitic late forming, mineral, 
with strong steel ruler like cleavage separating triangular to diamond shape 
sectors, reaching 3 mm. No effect in change in cross-nichols. (In hand 
specimen it is white with dark rulings).

Rock name = Augite phyric-basalt
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Hand specimen Light gray polygenic conglomerate, poly sorted, round clasts from 0.5 
to 24 mm, varying in color from white, beige, light gray or black; 
packstone mineral matrix less than \Wo. Compaction and pressure 
solution well visible.

Microscopic description

Texture: Quartz clasts are small (0.25 to 0.5 mm) and rare (5 S'/o), sub-rounded to sub 
angular, locally shattered. Rare plagioclase, squarish, 0.3 to 0.4 mm = l.207o.

2.50/0 chert fragments; one piece in 2 mm long and consists of transparent 
stained microcrystalline quartz, well rounded.

60-7 50A are rounded, larger ( 1mm and up) volcanic fragments which 
compositions are mostly intermediate audesitic to trachytic, rarely basaltic 
flows. A few show trachytric texture, most are leucocratic while the few 
basaltic clasts are dark gray to melanocratic (but representing less than SVo of 
clasts. The leacocratic fragments contain rare to no mafic minerals. lS-20% of 
clasts are fine grained felsic tuffs.

The grains (or clasts) are strongly compacted and deformed at contact.

Matrix is only 5 to \007o of section and in pores, calcite crystals develop freely. 
Where matrix is squished between grains, it is mainly chlorite. Calcite is 
secondary and represents 75Vo of matrix, calcite is in fact a cement.

l-207o scattered pyrite. 

Rock name = Eoilastic conglomerate
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TB-34

Hand specimen Light greenish gray, sub-crystalline rock speckled with pure white 
skeletal crystals.

Microscopic description

Texture; Mesocumulate with a lS-20% matrix.

Composition; 7507o of very altered plagioclase (difficult to measure angles, a few sections 
indicate Au is the SO-40% content). The plagioclase are rarely porphyritic, 
but rather broken or rounded and corroded and seem to have settled. The 
granulation of feldspar could also be due to cataclasis (brittle deformation) 
associated to strong alteration. Alteration is intense and consists of 
damorite. However, larger alteration products with high birefringence 
could be cancrinite and parent mineral be nepheline. Nepheline could be as 
high as SO-60%.

S-10% of clear nepheline crystals, and preserved when in contact with 
matrix; otherwise, show alteration on border or cracks and locally 
symplectite relationship to plagioclase. Many inclusion of long prisms of 
probable zeolite (extinction of 300, low refringence).

ID-15% calcite in matrix corroding into feldspikes and feldspathoids, and is 
well crystallized, however, calcite is never a product of alteration with the 
feldspar, but can be seen as reaction border along nepheline or breaking 
into the nepheline crystals.

S-10% chlorite in matrix as intersertal mesostasis between rectangular 
grains.

2-3 (M) of skeletal nosean (2mm maximum) 

l-^/o pyrite in small aggregate (1.2 mm) 

No mafic mineral.

Rock name = Carbonatized and brecciated phonslitic foidite
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TB-36

Hand specimen Gtfay crystalline rock, crowded with whitish and greenish elongated laths 
in radiating bundles.

Microscopic description

Texture: Porphyritic the spherelitic texture.

Composition; 2007a plagioclase (3 to 6 mm long) altered; the longer laths shows a central 
canal like very narrow lamellae, no Au measurement could be made. 
Columnar radiating crystals have a fasciculate texture with different 
individual crystals.

lQ-20% alkali-feldspar (orthoclase), stubby crystals contact with 
plagioclase, it transforms into large perthitic area or looking like fasciculate 
to plumose symplectite.

o alkali-feldspar with same habitus as plagioclase, except are broader, 
less altered and show tendency to have a perthitic texture inside.

S-10% quartz with borders altering a corroding alkali-feldspar and creating 
myrmekite. Crystals are 0.2 to 0.5 mm. Has a subhedral fabric and the 
strong myrmekite to graphic texture indicate strong destalilization of the 
whole rock in state of silicification.

long laths and stubby crystal of hornblende remnants while bulk of 
crystal is replaced by chlorite.

calcite especially along cracks. 

I 07o iron oxide.

Rock name = Silicified leuco-svenite
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TB-37

Hand specimen Dark jade green rock speckled with some whitish matrix (25/^) made up 
of ovoids and rounded prisms.

Microscopic description 

Texture; Cumulate.

Composition; JO-75% ovoid cumulate of olivine completely replaced by antigorite. A 
few grains have remained intact as their border where olivine shows up in 
small epitaxial triangle or prisms.

20-2507o of matrix, make also of olivine, often replaced by antigorite, 
broken-up and replaced by magnetite or iddingsite.

lQ-15% magnetite is scattered grains within olivine cumulate, in large 
aggregate in matrix or between grain or in olivine cleavages. Also 
pseudomorphosing the matrixial olivine material (now antigorite).

Rock name sr Serpentinized dunite

WDOLOWDOC
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LORING LABORATORIES LTD.
629 BMwrdvn Rd. N.E. 

Calgary, Alberta TZK 4W2

Phone 274-2777

Preparation Procedures for Geochemical Samples

l - Soil And Silts:

a) The soil sample bags are placed in dryer to dry ac 105*C.

b) Each sample is passed through an 80 mesh nylon seive- The 
+80 mesh material is discarded.

c) The -80 mesh sample is placed into a coin envelope and 
delivered to Che laboratory for analysis.

2 - Lake Sediments:

a) The sediment sample bags are placed into the dryer at 105"c 
until dry.

b) The dried material is transferred to a ring and puck 
pulverizer and ground to -200 mesh.

l
c) The -200 mesh pulp is then rolled for mixing, placed into

a coin envelope, and taken to the laboratory for analysis.

3 - Rocks and Cores:

a) The samples are dried in aluminum disposable pans at 105"C.

b) They are then crushed to 1/8" in jaw crusher.

c) che 1/8" material is mixed and split to sample pulp size.

d) The s'ample is then pulverized to 100 mesh, using a ring and 
puck pulverizer.

e) The -100 mesh material is rolled on rolling mat and trans 
ferred to sanple bag. The sample is then sent to che lab 
oratory for analysis.



LORINC LABORATORIES LTD.
629 Beavtrdam Rd. 

Calgary, Albvrta T2K 4W7

Tel: (403) 274-2777 
Fax: (403) 27M64I

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES FOR 30 ELEMENTS ICP

A) 0.500 gm. of sample is digested with 3 ml of 3-1-2 HCL-HNO3-H20 at 95 degree C 
for one hour and is diluted to 10ml with water in test-tube.

B) The test-tubes is shaked and the solution is mixed thoroughly.
C) The samples are loaded into auto-sampler of the ICP unit and run with standard 

when the setup is completed.

GEOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF GOLD BY FIRE ASSAY/AA

A) Weigh 10 grams of sample into a fire assay crucible with appropriate amount 
of fluxes and flour and mix.

B) Add palladium inquart.
C) Place crucible in assay furnace and fuse for 40 minutes.
D) Pour samples, remove slag and cupel buttons. 
E) Place bead in test tubes and dissolve with aua-regia. 
F) After dissolution is completed, make to appropriate volume and run against 

similarly prepared gold standards on Atomic Absorption unit



To: MR. H.P. SALAT.

5904 Dalhousie Drive N.W., 
Calgary. Alberta———————

T3A 1T1

File No. 36981

Date November 22. 1994 

Samples _________——

Certificate of Assay 
LORING LABORATORIES LTD

SAMPLE NO. PPB 
GOLD

Geochemical Analysis

Graham Ck 

TB-10 

TB-12 

TB-20 

TB-21 

TB-23 

TB-29 

TB-33 

TB-34 
TB-39 

TB-40

20 

7
<5 

<5 

^ 

<5 

<5 

<5 

5 
24

that the above results are those 
ade by me upon the herein described samples...

eject* retained one Month, 
ul pa retained one month 
nl e a a apecific arrangements 
ire Bade in advance.



Loring Laboratories Ltd. # 36981

ELEMENT
SAMPLES
TB-10
TB-12
TB-20
TB-21
TB-23
TB-29
TB-33
TB-34
TB-39
TB-40
GRAHAM C

Mo
ppm

5
2
1
1
2
1
2
5
1
2
2

Cu
ppm

184
136

67
26

154
59

149
149
104

85
14

Pb
ppm

111
16

7
5
9

20
14
98
8

12
21

Zn
ppm

48
43
91

5
190
27
5

117
48
51
55

Ag
ppm
•O

0.3
0.1
0.2

^ 0.2
< .1
•:.1

0.3
L QJ

0.2
0.9

Ni
ppm

84
61
63

3
71

5
2

194
^36
601

19

Co
ppm

29
31
24

1
127

2
3

60
SO
83
10

Mn
ppm

411
103
557
60

298
265
101

Fe•x,
5.16
2.78
4.69
2.44
2.95
7.36

11.65
1228! 4 3

L-Jl'S-
57jj239^ ' 5.t

3.47

As
ppm

7
9

10
16

218
7
9
7

15
9

27

U
ppm
<5
<S
<5
<S
<5
<S
<5
<S
XL5

<5
<5

Au
ppm
<2
<2
<2
<2
<2
<2
<2
<2
^2
<2
<2

Th
ppm
<2
<2
<2
<2
<2
<2

4
<2
-^2
<2

3

Sr
ppm

27
7

15
1

65
5
9

10
^
5

61

Cd
ppm
t. 2
<2
•c .2
-:.2

0.5
<2
<.2
<.2
^2
•c .2
<.2

Sb
ppm

12
<2
<2
<2
<2
<2
<2

6
t**'"
<2
<2

Bi
ppm
<2
<2
<2
<2
<2
<2

15
2

HS-2-

<2
<2

V
ppm

8
21
81

4
53

8
7

175
34
63

5

Ca
'X,

1.32
0.43
1.57
0.02
1.11
0.01
0.05
1.78

-1)728
0.35

1

P
•X,

0.065
l 0.073

La
ppm
<2

14
0.026 < 2
0.006
0.022
0.014
0.029

0.03
l-ftflftJ

0.01
0.051

<2
18

2
5

<2
^2-

<2
7

Cr
ppm

93
107

94
144
157
157
43

124

660
36

Mg
'K.
0.35
0.43
1.78
0.01
0.52
0.24
0.03
3.26

6.63
0.15

Ba
ppm

27
49
24
13
31
27
6

56
^J7
16
23

Ti
'X.

0.27
0.11
0.21

t. 01
0.15

*:.01
•c. 01

0.13
0.14
0.05

t .01

B
ppm

3
^

9
^

6
^

3
3
e

12
2

Al
•ft

1.2
0.37
2.47
0.03
1.24
0.47
0.07
2.78

T.B5
2.73
0.39

Na
y.

0.01
0.03
0.08

•:.01
0.01

•:.01
^01

0.04
0.08
0.01
0.03

K
•X.
•e. 01
0.13
0.07
0.02
0.06
0.27
0.08
0.16
0.14

-:.01
0.26

W
ppm

2
< 1
•e!
•C1

•d
-M
•:1

1
1

^
<1
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Gold

Lake

Lake

STRUCTURAL SYMBOLS

5—-o Shearing lineation ( plunge)

Bedding, geological contact ( vertical, inclined)

Schistosity, cleavage, layering

Fold axis direction and plunge

Fault

Geological contact

Lr-O ^ '
\J ̂  vj

1 WINSLOW OOID INC. '
THUNDER 1AKE- PERIDOT TEIAKE PROPERTY

THUNDER BAY MINING DISTRICT

ONTARIO, NTS: 52A/5+12

GRID LAY - OUT 
AND

GEOLOGICAL MAP
JORANEX RESOURCES INC

DRAFTED BY; C.Kemper, January 1995

LEGEND

Limit of swamp

Old Cabin

Trail

Rock sample site

Limits of outcrop

Claim boundary

•Old drill hole location (with azimuth )

Reported mineralization
( not visited m the course of the 1994 programme )

GEOLOGICAL ABBREVIATIONS

Ag = Argtlite

B = Basalt

Bd = Picritic basalt

Bk = Komatiitic basalt

Bp = porphyritic basalt

B (pii) = Pillowed Basalt

Cg = Conglomerate

Ch = Chert

Di ^ Diotite

Du = Dunite

Gb = Gabbro

K = Komatiite

Ls = Marble l Limestone

Ph ^ Phonolite

Px = Pyroxenite

Tf = Felsic tuff and flows

Tpf = Felsic Pyroclastic tuff

Tpm = Mafic Pyriclastic tuff
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WINSLOW GOLD INC.
HORIZONTAL CO-PLANAR LOOP EM SURVEY

THUNDER LAKE, PERIDOTITE LAKE PROPERTY 
THUNDER BAY, ONTARIO, NTS 52A/5+12

JORANEX RESOURCES, Coil sep. 100m, Freq, 1760.hz 
in/phase solid line, quadrature dashed, both ® .1001 = 20?^

data acquired by Northwest Geophysics 
1094 surveys combined
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